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Abstract: Variability and covariability of land properties (soil, vegetation and subsurface geology)
and remotely sensed soil moisture over the southeast and south-central U.S. are assessed. The goal is
to determine whether satellite soil moisture memory contains information regarding land properties,
especially the distribution karst formations below the active soil column that have a bearing on
land-atmosphere feedbacks. Local (within a few tens of km) statistics of land states and soil moisture
are considered to minimize the impact of climatic variations, and the local statistics are then correlated
across the domain to illuminate significant relationships. There is a clear correspondence between
soil moisture memory and many land properties including karst distribution. This has implications
for distributed land surface modeling, which has not considered preferential water flows through
geologic formations. All correspondences are found to be strongest during spring and fall, and weak
during summer, when atmospheric moisture demand appears to dominate soil moisture variability.
While there are significant relationships between remotely-sensed soil moisture variability and land
properties, it will be a challenge to use satellite data for terrestrial parameter estimation as there is
often a great deal of correlation among soil, vegetation and karst property distributions.
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1. Introduction

Exchanges of heat, moisture, momentum, carbon, nutrients and other chemical species between
land–atmosphere are important for weather, climate, hydrology, ecology, and a range of other natural
and social sciences. In the aid of scientific understanding and prediction, numerical models have
been developed to simulate and predict these exchanges and their effects. In weather and climate
applications, land surface models (LSMs) have evolved from simple water and energy balance closure
schemes into sophisticated modular codes incorporating the simulation of physical processes bridging
many scientific disciplines [1–5].

The performance of LSMs depends on the availability of accurate data about the properties
of land and their spatial distribution [6–8]. Different land properties are observed, and observable,
with varying degrees of fidelity. For example, vegetation is fairly well monitored from satellite [9] and
on the ground, especially where related to agriculture, forestry, and other economic resources [10–12].
Many satellite-based products such as vegetation or plant functional types [13] and physiological
parameters like greenness, canopy density and height [14,15] are used as input to the ecological
modules of LSMs. Identification of specific species using remote sensing remains very challenging [16].
Passive radiative measurements (shortwave reflection and longwave emission) are readily available
from space when not obstructed by clouds or aerosols [17,18], but there are no direct remote-sensing
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measurements of canopy fluxes of water or carbon. Fluxes can be inferred from transport inversion
models (carbon [19]), ecosystem models (e.g., primary productivity [20]), or other radiative retrievals
(solar induced fluorescence for photosynthesis, carbon uptake and transpiration [21]).

Soils are unevenly surveyed around the globe, with measurements skewed toward agricultural
areas and more developed countries [22]. Of particular importance for LSMs are characterizations of
soil texture that affect the movement of water through the soil matrix, as well as chemical properties
that affect the movement and uptake of nutrients by plants. There has been some progress in extraction
of surface soil properties from satellite [23,24] usually only where bare soil is visible and with limited
transferability of methods. However, the vertical structure of the soil throughout at least the rooting
depth of vegetation (from the surface to several meters below the surface) is necessary for modeling the
interaction of soil moisture with the atmosphere. Vertical structure information (soil horizons) typically
requires field samples and laboratory testing, but spatial heterogeneity can be huge, making quality
large-scale surveys very challenging. Satellite gravity measurements can be used to infer subsurface
water storage, but at low spatial resolutions [25]. Nevertheless, there exist high-quality national,
international and global-scale soils data sets applicable to land surface modeling [26–28].

Subsurface or vadose zone data, between the water table and the shallow realm of soil surveys,
have historically been important for purposes of hydrologic modeling, constituting the least well
observed portion of the “critical zone” [29]. However, application in LSMs has been fairly limited;
LSMs typically assume a bedrock layer at a fixed depth, often not varying spatially, such that “baseflow”
out of the bottom of the soil column is only a function of terrain slope and soil moisture in the lowest
soil layer [30–34]. Much potentially useful geological data has been gathered as a result of fossil
fuel exploration, but most of that data are proprietary and generally focused deeper than is typically
hydrologically relevant for potential land-atmosphere interactions. Preferential flows and lateral water
movement, above the water table as well as within, greatly affect local/regional hydrology [35,36].
Lumped hydrologic models are statistically calibrated to account for the cumulative effects of vadose
zone characteristics on scales determined by catchment size (upstream of gauges and wells) [37,38].
Recent trends are toward distributed models of surface and subsurface water flow that are physically
and structurally based [33,39–41], which require much more information at higher spatial granularity.
For LSMs, inclusion of the spatial variations in preferential flow would provide a process currently
missing, with impacts on soil drydown and land-atmosphere interactions [42,43].

The main motivation in this paper is to determine whether remotely-sensed soil moisture reflects
the variations in land properties, especially the distribution subsurface karst formations, that could
influence land-atmosphere feedbacks via the water cycle [44]. We demonstrate that satellite soil
moisture sampled on near-daily intervals contains significant information about vegetation, soils
and vadose zone properties. Variability in the vadose zone has not historically been considered
important for land surface modeling and land-atmosphere interactions. Vegetation has long been
understood to be an important modulator of near-surface soil moisture via transpiration, and woody
species vertically redistribute water in the soil via their root systems to maintain moisture in their
rhizosphere [45,46]. Soil properties, especially soil texture, control infiltration and drainage rates that
affect drydown and the persistence of soil moisture anomalies [47]. However, subsurface geology,
especially discrepancies between drainage characteristics of karst versus consolidated bedrock when
near the surface, can also express in near-surface and surface soil moisture [36,42,43]. We focus on
the southeastern and south-central (SE-SC) United States in this study, where a long warm (thawed)
season and a great deal of heterogeneity in vegetation, soils and karst distributions exist, providing a
good testbed for detection of signals from remote sensing. Additionally, good quality high-resolution
surveys of properties and distributions of all three categories of characteristics optimize the likelihood
of attribution of soil moisture changes to surface and subsurface variability of these characteristics.
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2. Data Sets and Methods

2.1. SMAP

The Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) satellite mission [48], despite failure of the active radar
power supply, is producing a high-resolution global soil moisture product with higher information
content that previous satellite soil moisture products [49]. The 9 km (nominally≈5.6 arc min) resolution
enhanced level 3 product based only on the passive sounder [50] is used for this study, representing soil
moisture content in the top few centimeters of soil. As with all satellite soil moisture products, this is
not a direct measurement of soil water content, but an estimate based on measurement of upwelling
radiation (in this case polarized microwave radiation at specific wavelengths) that has been found
to correlate strongly with the presence of water at the Earth’s surface. Maps of urbanization, lakes
and open water bodies are used to screen out regions of likely signal contamination and systematic
error [50]. Where vegetation is not sparse, plant water content attenuates the signal to some degree;
we do not screen out data from any vegetated areas as the temporal variability from these areas is still
informative as described below. SMAP has an 8-day orbital repeat period, but due to the scanning
pattern there may be, at mid-latitudes, anywhere from 0 to 3 days between measurements at any
location. For this analysis, data spanning 29◦–40◦ N, 104◦–83◦ W are considered (the domain shown in
Figure 1) spanning April 2015 through October 2017.
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Figure 1. Domain of study showing: (a) distribution of shallow karst coverage in each 9 km grid
cell; carbonates (blue), evaporates (green), unconsolidated pseudokarst (purple), volcanic (orange);
spatial standard deviation of total karst coverage percentage within radii of (b) 0.3◦; (c) 0.5◦.
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The soil moisture variable considered in this analysis is soil moisture memory (SMM), which is the
time τ in days at which the lagged autocorrelation of soil moisture S: r = cov(St, St+λ)/[σ(St)σ(St+λ)]

drops to 1/e, where t is time and λ is lag, both in days. This calculation is performed independently
for boreal spring, summer and fall for λ = 1, 2, . . . 20 (season registered to the earlier of the two dates
compared for each lag) and separately for data from AM and PM overpasses. With data missing at
any location from about 50–70% of days depending on overpass patterns, autocorrelations for each
lag are calculated from all lagged data pairs where neither datum is missing. This maximizes the
data available for the SMM estimates. A linear regression is then applied to the log of the correlation
ln (r) at each lag λ, which behaves like a first-order Markov process [51], and the intersection of the
regression with ln (r) = −1 gives the memory time scale τ. For any particular day and overpass
(AM or PM), swaths of all available data over the study area are used. Viewed at any arbitrary 9 km
grid cell, what results are two time series, one for AM overpasses and one for PM, with data present
for a fraction of the days. For each lag, at least 25 data pairs must be available in the season for ln (r)
to be calculated; enough days have data so that 75–80% of grid cells have at least 8 of the 20 possible
lags contributing to the estimate of τ.

Three approaches to calculating the linear regressions were tested: a simple unweighted approach,
one where ln (r) at each lag is weighted by the sample size, and one where weights based on sample
size and 1/

√
λ. The last approach, which presumes that estimation of ln (r) becomes less confident as

autocorrelations become small, is found to produce generally better correspondences with land surface
and subsurface characteristics, and is used throughout this study. The value of SMM in days for any
season is the geometric mean of τ from AM and PM overpasses. All land surface data sets described
below are interpolated or projected to the same 9 km equidistant cylindrical grid as the SMAP data,
and are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. List of land properties examined in this study.

Name Short Name Units Source

Shallow carbonates Carb % area USGS Karst
Shallow evaporates Evap % area USGS Karst

Shallow unconsolidated pseudokarst Pseudo % area USGS Karst
Total shallow karst Total % area USGS Karst

Soil porosity Poros m3/m3 STATSGO
log (Saturated hydraulic conductivity) log(SHC) log(mm/h) STATSGO

log (Suction head) log(Head) log(mm) STATSGO
Clapp & Hornberger “b” parameter C & H “b” - STATSGO

Available capacity Av Cap m/m gSSURGO
Bulk density Bulk D g/cm3 gSSURGO

Average percent clay 2 % Clay % mass gSSURGO
Volumetric content of water retained at 33 kPa Ret 33 % by vol. gSSURGO

log (Saturated hydraulic conductivity) log(SHC) log(µm/s) gSSURGO
log(Vertical Saturated Conductivity) 1 log(VSC) log(µm/s) gSSURGO

Organic Matter 2 Org Mat % mass gSSURGO
Porosity Poros % by vol. gSSURGO

Percent Sand 2 % Sand % mass gSSURGO
Percent Silt 2 % Silt % mass gSSURGO

Total thickness of documented soil layers Thick cm gSSURGO
Plant available volumetric water in top 25 cm of soil P Av 25 cm gSSURGO

Solar induced fluorescence SIF mW/m2/nm/sr GOME-2
SIF daily average based on clear sky PAR proxy SIF DA mW/m2/nm/sr GOME-2

PAR-normalized fluorescence at 737 nm PN SIF - GOME-2
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index NDVI - GOME-2

1 Calculated as: KV = d/ ∑i (di/Ki) where Ki is vertical conductivity in layer i, di is thickness of layer i, and
d = ∑i di . 2 Sand, silt and clay percentages sum to 100%, regardless of organic matter percentage.
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2.2. Karst

The United States Geologic Survey (USGS) recently produced the most complete and accurate
karst database to date over the U.S. [52]. Spatial data was compiled from lithologic map units on state
geologic survey maps at scales ranging from 12–250 m, cave and karst field researchers, as well as the
research and experience of the authors. GIS polygon data delineate the type of karst and two depth
categories: shallow and deep, which are divided at a depth of 15.2 m. Only the shallow karsts are
considered here, as they are much more likely to affect surface soil moisture. Most karst in SE-SC U.S.
develops from carbonate rock, but the data set also indicates evaporate, unconsolidated calcareous,
and volcanic karsts. Data are projected onto the 9 km SMAP grid as the percentage of karst polygon
area in each grid cell.

2.3. Soils

Two soils data sets are examined. First, the top layer of a multi-layer gridded version of the State
Soil Geographic Database (STATSGO) data set is used, which provides a small set of soil texture classes
from which soil properties are assigned [53]. The gridded data are at 30 arc s resolution over the
conterminous United States (CONUS) on a latitude–longitude grid, and four parameters are assigned
to each class: porosity, saturated hydraulic conductivity, surface suction head, and the “b” parameter of
Clapp and Hornberger [54]. The STATSGO data set has a long history of use for land surface modeling,
but the limited number of classes (12 are used here) means characterizations are not very precise.

A more detailed characterization of soils over CONUS is provided by the Soil Survey Geographic
Database (SSURGO) [28]. The gridded version of the data, gSSURGO [55], is available at 90 m
resolution over CONUS. These data have been subsampled to 180 m on the original Albers Equal
Area projection and then regridded based on area-weighted map unit coverage to the same 30 arc s
grid as the STATSGO data above using GRASS-7.2.2 [56]. Twelve parameters are retained: average
percentages of sand, silt, clay and organic matter content, available water capacity, saturated hydraulic
conductivity (both depth-weighted arithmetic means and harmonic means are provided), bulk density,
porosity, horizon thickness, volumetric content of soil water retained at 33 kPa, and plant available
volumetric water in the top 25 cm of soil.

For use in the following comparisons, both STATSGO and gSSURGO data are aggregated from
the 30 arc s grid to the SMAP 9 km grid by bilinear interpolation, which, given the disparity in grid
resolutions, amounts to an area averaging.

2.4. Vegetation

The central and eastern portions of the SE-SC domain have nearly complete vegetation cover.
Vegetation affects, and is affected by, soil moisture largely through water flux to the atmosphere via
transpiration, which is closely related to the rate of photosynthesis [57]. Solar-induced fluorescence
(SIF) can be measured by satellite, and corresponds to the amount of chlorophyll present in plants.
A proportionality exists between SIF, photosynthesis and transpiration [58] that is useful for this
investigation. The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment-2 (GOME-2) SIF version 27, level 3 data
set [21] merges retrievals from the GOME-2 instruments on the MetOp-A and -B satellites, covering the
period 2007–2017 at monthly time resolution, but a spatial resolution of only 0.5◦—much coarser
than the other data used in this study. Nevertheless, it represents a way to correlate vegetation with
both soil moisture and the other surface and subsurface properties described above. Monthly means
and intra-monthly sampling variances are provided for three derivations of SIF: a direct estimate,
an estimate based on a clear-sky proxy of surface photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), and a
PAR-normalized (by solar zenith angle) fluorescence at 737 nm, as well as for normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI). These fields are projected to the SMAP 9 km grid by bilinear interpolation.
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2.5. Analysis Methods

There are many factors that affect SMM and contribute to its variability, and it is a challenge to
differentiate them. Past studies have used statistical techniques like Granger causality to isolate the
soil moisture signal from other factors in climate variability [59–61]. There are several outstanding
issues in this study that warrant a careful approach to signal extraction. One problem is that weather
is a confounding factor independent of land properties, particularly for a short data set like SMAP;
weather variability can lead to significant precipitation heterogeneity on scales of 10 to 100 km,
contributing to similar heterogeneity in soil moisture. In order to minimize the impact of weather
variability, comparisons need to be as localized as possible, better isolating the structural heterogeneity
of the land. The common 9 km grid allows for a fairly high-resolution assessment relative to synoptic
and even mesoscale weather systems. Furthermore, the regridding of the various data sets to the
SMAP 9 km grid, along with possible geo-registration errors and other sources of error, can degrade
signal and add noise, negatively impacting the direct spatial correlations upon which linear regression
techniques are based. A strongly aggregating approach insensitive to such data set disparities is
needed to wring out any signal that is present.

Our solution is to concentrate on isolating and attributing local variability in SMM to local
variability in land properties. This approach can also be applied among land properties, but is born out
of initial tests to detect the signal of karst variability on SMM. As shown in Figure 1, karst distribution
over SE-SC U.S. tends to be in coherent bands and areas separated by broad areas with no karst.
Considered on the granularity of the SMAP data, for each grid cell we pick all neighboring cells within
a selected radius and calculate the spatial correlation between SMM and each of the gridded land
properties, as well as among the properties. We have tested radii of 0.3◦ and 0.5◦ for all properties
except vegetation, where 0.5◦ and 1◦ radii have been tested.

We expect, with so many variables potentially affecting SMM and noise in observed data, that
strong localized spatial correlations are most likely to be detected for a land property that also has a
high degree of variation within the radius, and insignificant where that property is fairly homogeneous.
Figure 1b,c displays this variability for karst calculated at each radius, showing variability is strongest
around the edges of formations. Other land properties have various patterns (not shown). We also
investigate relationships among different land properties which might also be illuminating.

To test whether variability in any particular land property A may be related to variability in
another variable B (which may be SMM or some other land property) over the SE-SC domain,
the standard deviations of all terms within each radius centered on each land grid cell are calculated:
σA, σB, where each is a 2-dimensional field with values for each cell on the 9 km grid where neither
A nor B has missing data. We additionally calculate the within-radius correlations between A and
B at each grid cell: rA,B. Three domain-wide spatial correlations across all cells are then calculated:
R(σA, σB) reveals the degree to which large and small local variability between A and B are spatially
synchronized across SE-SC US; R(σA, rA,B) indicates whether there is emergence of strong covariability
of land properties A and B where local variance in A is large; R(σA, r2

A,B) similarly links explained
variance between A and B with local variance in A. R(σA, σB) and R(σA, r2

A,B) produce one-tailed
distributions as we expect meaningful domain-wide correlation to be positive, but R(σA, rA,B) could
be either positive or negative depending on the processes linking A and B, so this metric is judged as a
two-tailed probability distribution.

Note that the degrees of freedom in these domain-wide spatial correlations necessarily decrease
as the radius increases, giving another advantage to the choice of small radii for significance testing.
Areas of missing data also reduce degrees of freedom. We find that the values of R estimated with the
smaller radius are usually about the same or slightly higher than with the larger radius, even for SIF,
verifying the advantage of using the smaller radius. We have also employed a non-parametric Monte
Carlo approach for significance testing when variable B is SMM, creating 1000 samples of SMM by
spatially shifting the grid quasi-randomly with cyclic lateral boundaries in both latitude and longitude
and recalculating. This was found to be necessary after preliminary analysis with the karst data—the
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striping structure of the within-radius standard deviations surrounded by regions of zero variance
shown in Figure 1b,c leads to a range of values of R(σA, r2

A,B) that do not cluster normally around 0
in a Monte Carlo test, although they do for the other two metrics. We make no assumptions about
distributions for any land properties and use non-parametric significance testing for all comparisons
with SMM.

As an additional test, we examine whether there is non-randomness in the within-radius
correlations between paired variables across the entire SE-SC domain by calculating the inverse of the
coefficient of variation of within-radius correlations (CV−1) of rA,B across all grid cells. Values near
zero indicate there is no strong systematic positive or negative correlation (the sign of the covariance
reflects the predominant sign of the within-radius correlations). A large amplitude suggests a robust,
high-signal/low-noise relationship between the two variables across the domain.

3. Results

3.1. Relationships Among Land Surface Parameters

Before relating SMM to land properties, we look at the relationships among the properties.
We expect to find a great deal of interdependence among some variables, especially within the same
data set. However, it is the relationships across independent data sets that may be most informative.

Figure 2 is a “chicklet chart” showing values of R(σA, σB) and CV−1 calculated between each
pair of land properties for the time-invariant soil and karst fields. Karst coverage terms are not
intercompared because there is very little overlap between the different karst types. R(σA, σB) values
(cells above the diagonal) show expectedly strong relationships among STATSGO parameters,
which are constrained by coming from a relatively small lookup table. Among gSSURGO parameters,
porosity is directly calculated from bulk density using a linear formula, so their local variances are
perfectly correlated across the domain. Local variabilities among most gSSURGO parameters are
generally highly correlated, with two exceptions: Organic matter content and thickness of sampled
soil column. Variability in organic matter is highly correlated with variability in bulk density and
porosity as the presence of organic matter in the soil strongly decreases density. Between STATSGO and
gSSURGO, there is generally agreement similar to what is seen among gSSURGO parameters. However,
it is interesting to note that porosity, which is one of only two parameters common between STATSGO
and gSSURGO, shows a rather weak value of R(σA, σB) of only 0.25. Many LSMs still use STATSGO
porosity values, which seem not to agree with the more laboratory-constrained gSSURGO values.
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Figure 2. Above the diagonal with a blue-to-red color scale: R(σA, σB), the degree to which the
magnitudes of local variability are spatially synchronized across the domain between the pair of
parameters; below the diagonal with a yellow-to-green scale: the inverse of the coefficient of variation
of within-radius correlations (CV−1) across the domain. For R(σA, σB), values significant at the 95%
confidence level based on indicated spatial degrees of freedom are bold, 99% confidence are underlined.
For CV−1, values ≥1 are bold, ≥2 are underlined.
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Variability in carbonate karst, which predominates in all but the western part of the SE-SC domain,
is seen to be anticorrelated with variability in most soil properties, usually significantly so. Looking at
CV−1 (cells below the diagonal in Figure 2), absolute values above 1.0 have a larger magnitude of
mean within-radius correlations between the pair of parameters than the spatial standard deviation of
those correlations across the domain. Those occur frequently for parameters within the same soils data
set, but also between STATSGO and gSSURGO data wherein STATSGO porosity corresponds well
to gSSURGO sand and silt percentages (but not porosity), and STATSGO suction head corresponds
to gSSURGO silt percentage. Although none of the soils parameters correspond strongly to karst
parameters (|CV−1| < 0.7), there is a clear tendency for the correspondences to be higher with
gSSURGO than with STATSGO, again suggesting gSSURGO is more representative at these scales.
Clay generally tends to be more prevalent over karst and sand less prevalent, so the preferential
drainage typical of karst is often countered by the low conductivity of more clay soils above.

Correspondence between SIF parameters and those shown in Figure 2 are displayed in Figure 3.
SIF varies in time, so seasonal mean parameters are shown in three sets of columns. SIF parameters
show much higher values of R(σA, σB) when compared with gSSURGO properties than with STATSGO
properties in all seasons, despite similar degrees of freedom. SIF also shows significant R(σA, σB) when
compared to total karst, and often with carbonate karst, which dominates the total karst variability.
Values are greatest during SON, when soil moistures are generally lowest and vegetation is the
most stressed. The correspondence suggests a relationship between vegetation variability and karst
variability that appears to be stronger than the correspondence between soils and karst variability
(Figure 2). Not surprisingly, the correspondence between soils and vegetation variability is often as
strong or stronger than between vegetation and karst, as the soils are in direct contact with the roots of
the vegetation.

Meanwhile, CV−1 in Figure 3 is quite low for all but the pairings between SIF parameters. Between
karst and SIF there is an interesting seasonal evolution in CV−1; Carbonate karst tends to covary with
SIF and NDVI more prominently during MAM, but not other seasons, while over evaporative karst and
unconsolidated pseudokarst, CV−1 grows in magnitude from spring to fall as soil moisture stress grows.
Furthermore, plant vitality is anticorrelated with coverage of evaporative karst, which predominates
in the far western part of the domain, but is positively correlated to pseudokarst.

3.2. Soil Moisture Memory and Land Surface Parameters

Figure 4 shows the non-parametric spatial correlation significances across the area of the local
(within-radius) statistics described in Section 2.5 between SMM and the listed land properties
as a function of season. Note that only a subset of the gSSURGO parameters are chosen.
For R(σA, σSMM) and R(σA, r2

A,SMM) only high percentile rankings, corresponding to positive
correlations, are representative of potential land property influence on SMM, so a one-tailed test
is used. For R(σA, rA,SMM) either positive or negative values of rA,SMM can have a viable physical
meaning relative to large σA, so a two-tailed test is appropriate.

Several features are evident in Figure 4. First, JJA has the weakest signal, suggesting that
SMM is not greatly controlled by land properties in this season. JJA is a time of peak potential
evapotranspiration, and the strong atmospheric demand for evaporated water becomes the dominant
factor affecting soil moisture. Land properties are much more important determinants of spatial
patterns of SMM during spring and fall. Second, local variations in vegetation properties are very
strongly associated with local variability of SMM. During spring and fall, domain-wide correlations
between within-radius standard deviations of GOME-SIF parameters and SMM are significant at
confidence levels ranging from 96.2–99.8% (100% minus the ranking percentage shown). R(σA, rA,SMM)

is an indicator of local correlations rA,SMM emerging clearly when there is more small-scale land
properties variability σA. This is significant for the vegetation properties only during spring. Because
SMAP retrievals preferentially detect water in and on vegetation when NDVI is large, SMM could
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actually be vegetation moisture memory in much of the eastern US, although the two memories are
undoubtedly connected.
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A third feature is that soil properties also show strong correspondence with SMM during spring
and fall. Interestingly, while both STATSGO and gSSURGO data show emergent correspondence with
SMM where there is large local variability in soil properties R(σA, rA,SMM), gSSURGO shows more
signal in direct correlation between the standard deviations R(σA, σSMM), especially in fall. Karst also
shows strong emergent correspondence. For pseudokarst, strong correspondence exists for local
explained variance R(σA, r2

A,B) but not local correlation R(σA, rA,SMM). This is an indicator that both
positive and negative local correlations exist in different parts of the pseudokarst area in Oklahoma
and Texas. This divergent feature can be understood in light of the final characteristic revealed in
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Figure 4, reversal of sign of the correlation rA,SMM in R(σA, rA,SMM) between spring and fall for SMM
correspondence to karst and to saturated hydraulic conductivity (SHC).Hydrology 2018, 5, x FOR PEER REVIEW  10 of 15 
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Figure 4. Nonparametric rankings as a function of season for the domain wide spatial correlations R
between within-radius standard deviation of the properties A listed at the left and the indicated terms:
standard deviation of SMM on the left (yellow highlights); correlation between A and SMM (center,
blue highlights); explained variance between A and SMM (right, green highlights). Highlight shades
progress from lighter to darker for significance thresholds of 10%, 5% and 1% as described in the text.

Figure 5 illustrates our interpretation of the fact that the fraction of karst coverage is anticorrelated
with SMM in spring but positively correlated in fall, while soil saturated hydraulic conductivity is
positively correlated with SMM during spring and negatively correlated in fall. The crucial factor is
that during spring soil moisture is generally at its maximum value in the climatological seasonal cycle,
while in the fall it reaches its minimum. Particularly, in spring there is usually abundant moisture
available below the surface while in fall there typically is not. Over most of the region, the seasonal
cycle of precipitation is relatively weak, but there is a strong cycle of evaporation. Thus, their difference
(P − E) switches from positive to negative in spring, and back to positive in fall. Soils with high
conductivity are more effective at conducting subsurface soil moisture towards the surface as it dries
in spring, ameliorating the variation of surface soil moisture seen by SMAP. This reddens the time
spectrum of surface soil moisture and enhances lagged autocorrelations of soil moisture relative to
soils with low hydraulic conductivity, which can dry down more quickly [62]. However, in fall the
deeper soil is dry, and large hydraulic conductivity compounds gravitational drainage, removing any
rainwater from shallow soils more quickly than for soils where conductivity is low, producing a whiter
spectrum and reduced memory. This results in an opposite relationship to SMM as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Effects of soil saturated hydraulic conductivity (SHC), karst and solid bedrock on the vertical
movement of water, and thus surface soil moisture memory, during different times of year with
contrasting spatial correlations between land properties and soil moisture memory.

Karst, whose preferential drainage acts as an aid to baseflow at the bottom of the soil column,
helps moist springtime soils dry more quickly, whitening the temporal spectrum of soil moisture that
is reflected even at the surface. The result is an anticorrelation of karst coverage with SMM in spring.
Where the bedrock is relatively impermeable, water stays in the soil column and memory is enhanced.
During fall, water from rain showers drains more quickly through already dry soils over karst,
preserving dry states and reducing variance in soil moisture, promoting SMM. Solid bedrock allows
water to stay in the soil, which is countervalent to the climatologically dry states, enhancing variability,
producing a whiter spectrum of soil moisture and reducing memory. Thus in fall, karst correlates
positively to soil moisture memory.

These explanations are applicable over most of the SE-SC region, but certainly are not universally
appropriate. Where there are pronounced wet and dry seasons, the way they phase with the annual
cycle of net radiation, and thus potential evaporation, would lead to different relationships between
SMM, soil properties and underlying geology.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

We have placed data sets of soil properties, subsurface karst distribution and vegetation
characteristics on the same spatial grid as the SMAP level 3 product [50] and compared them over the
SE-SC U.S. We examine whether local variability among land properties and SMM correlate across
the SE-SC domain, and whether local spatial correlations are strong where local variability in land
properties are large.

A novel result of this research is that there is a clear correspondence between SMM and the
distribution of karst. This has been suggested by limited comparisons with in situ soil moisture
measurements [61], but this study shows a widespread correlation across a large fraction of North
America where karst is prevalent. This result has implications for LSM development. The geology
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below the soil column has not been considered in LSMs except as it affects the depth of the water
table. Drainage of water through the vadose zone below the top few meters of soil has historically
been treated as only a function of the slope of the terrain and wetness of the lowest soil layer [3,63].
These results suggest that baseflow parameterizations in LSMs should incorporate the effects of karst;
recent research has suggested approaches to such parameterizations [64,65].

A major finding is that SMM is associated with a number of soil, vegetation and karst distributions
during spring and fall, but not during summer. This is likely an indication that during summer,
atmospheric conditions, particularly atmospheric evaporative demand, determine soil moisture
variability much more directly than land properties. In the other seasons, land properties have
much more influence on soil moisture persistence.

Another question that arises with this work is whether soil moisture data from remote sensing
can be useful for the estimation of land properties in areas where soils or karst data are poor or
unavailable. There are a number of techniques for a priori land parameter estimation [7], and this
work shows that information about land properties are clearly reflected in SMAP soil moisture data.
However, disentangling the nature of that information would be difficult as there is a high degree of
cross-correlation among many different land parameters. Additional information, either from other
independent properties of soil moisture or from other observable fields like surface temperature,
would be needed to better constrain land parameter estimation among multiple properties.
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